
District 11    6/2/22  Report for June assembly 

 

1. Many in our tribe in Brevard county are actively working the program.  

Jack, our DISL, has been busy arranging, coordination and manning 

several outreach projects here.  His tireless efforts have clearly 

demonstrated his commitment to our shared purpose as suggested in 

tradition 3.   

2. We have changed our monthly district meeting venue to a local library, 

where the concentration of our membership actually lives.  The staff has 

been welcoming, accepting and courteous. We appreciate them for all 

they do. 

3. A thought force was convened to discuss possible ways to spend some 

funds which have not been used during Covid times.  We agreed and 

voted for the district to absorb cost of the registration fee for group reps 

to attend assembly.   This is a small token of expressing our appreciation 

to each other for the continued, generous support of our groups.  Any 

and all Group Reps are asked to voluntarily submit a request for 

reimbursement. 

4. District 11 is planning a Gratitude Luncheon for the fall.  Everyone from 

the area is welcomed to attend.  More details to follow as they unfold. 

5. Our district archivist, Joe, has spent the last year and a half sorting 

through our archives….boxes and boxes of paperwork, tapes, books, 

binders and extraneous “stuff” representing YEARS of our history.  We 

have formed a thought/task force to decide what we will keep, what will 

be digitally archived and what will be relegated to the heap of memories 

contained therein.  We are open to suggestions regarding the 

disposition of area information, as well as World Service “stuff.” 

6. Many of us are looking forward to the upcoming convention in Orlando.  

So many loving, helping hands are working together under the direction 

of Mr. Wizard,  to widen the Yellow Brick Road for any and all who 

choose to walk with us.  Thanks. 

Barbara DR           


